INTRODUCTION
The species Drosophila rub ida extends from northern Queensland throughout Papua and New Guinea, is rich in inversion polymorphism and shows marked geographical variation in inversion frequencies (Mather, 1961 (Mather, , 1962 . The purpose of this investigation is to determine whether there is inversion frequency variation between two ecological niches within the same general geographical region and whether the inversion frequency of the sexes is different. The former type of experiment has only been reported with Drosophila pseudoobscura (Dobzhansky, 5947) and the latter with Drosophila robusta (Levitan, I 951) . Both these species are temperate north American species and it is therefore of interest to carry out both experiments in a tropical species.
2. THE EXPERIMENTS The two stations chosen for the experiment are situated at Brown River and Bisianumu some 20 and 25 miles respectively from Port Moresby, Territory of Papua and New Guinea. The Brown River station is in thick rain forest and at sea level whereas the Bisianumu station is in a rubber plantation at 1500 feet but with some adjacent secondary rain forest. The direct distance between the two stations is 20 miles. At each station four separate baits of 2-3 lb. of fermenting banana were placed in shady situations and the Drosophila attracted thereto sampled during the next two days.
D. rubida individuals were subsequently mated to a standard inversion free strain after the females had been despermed and the salivary glands of seven larv from each mating examined to ensure an over 98 per cent. probability of sampling both chromosome sets of each fly. In all, 158 flies were tested and i io6 slides scored. The flies were collected in February 1962. Further details of the methods used may be found in Mather (1961) . be seen that at Brown River there are significant differences between the sexes in the frequencies of 3 of the 13 gene sequences present in chromosomes II and III. Furthermore there are significant differences in the frequencies of 6 of the 13 gene sequences present in chromosomes II and III between males at Brown River and Bisianumu.
DISCUSSION
The differences in gene sequence frequencies between males and females reported here remind one of the situation reported by Levitan (1951) for D. robuta. He found that chromosomal type 2L was present to the extent of 44'9 per cent. in males and 25o per cent, in females in a spring population. In a fall population the figures were altered to 34.3 per cent, in males and 50.0 per cent. in females but there was still a significant difference between the sexes.
The different gene sequence frequencies between males at Brown River and Bisianumu parallel the case described by Dobzhansky (ig) for D. rubida case is that at the same time gene sequence frequencies and presumably fitness values can be so different at stations so close together.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
The clear difference in the gene sequence frequencies between sexes in the one population would suggest the possibility that for a given set of conditions as many as three equilibrium points for a gene sequence frequency may l)e possible, for Owen (1953) has demonstrated theoretically that provided the males and females in a population have genotypes with fitness values that differ in direction and degree two stable equilibria are possible and there is one unstable equilibrium between them.
5. SUMMARY i. Six out of thirteen gene sequences of D. rubida show significant differences of frequencies at two stations only 20 miles apart in New Guinea. 2. Three out of thirteen gene sequences show significant differences of gene sequences between sexes at the one station.
3. Attention is drawn to the possibility that in the population showing significant differences of gene frequency between sexes as many as three equilibrium frequencies may be possible for a particular set of environmental conditions.
